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A grammarrelates to not liking to see again
thoseyouusedto know.
Whatis thedifferencebetweenresemblanceand
is at best an
grammar.Thereis none. Grammar
ovalostrichegg andgrammar
is farbetter.
-GertrudeStein,"Arthur
a Grammar"'

Grammar,"Ludwig Wittgensteintypically remarksin his
Philosophical Investigations, "only describes and in no way

explainsthe use of signs."2Andhe gives the followingaccountof
the waygrammaractuallyworks:
498. WhenI say thatthe orders"Bringme sugar"and
"Bringme milk"make sense, but not the combination
"Milkme sugar,"thatdoesnotmeanthatthe utteranceof
this combination
of wordshas no effect. Andif its effect
is thatthe otherpersonstaresat me andgapes,I don'ton
thataccountcallit the orderto stareandgape,evenif that
was preciselythe effectthatI wantedto produce.
499. To say "Thiscombinationof wordsmakesno
sense"excludesit fromthe sphereof languageand
therebyboundsthe domainof language.Butwhenone
draws a boundaryit may be for various kinds of
reason. If I surround
an areawith a fenceor a line or
otherwise,the purposemay be to preventsomeone
fromgettingin orout;butit mayalsobe partof a game
and the playersbe supposed,say, to jump over the
boundary,or it may shew wherethe propertyof one
manendsandthatof anotherbegins;andso on. So if
I drawa boundary
line thatis notyet to saywhatI am
drawingit for.
500. Whena sentenceis called senseless,it is not as it
were its sense that is senseless. But a combinationof
wordsis being excludedfromthe language,withdrawn
fromcirculation.

More than twenty years before Wittgenstein put forward these
propositions, GertrudeStein was producing poems, fictions, and
? SouthCentralReview13.2-3 (Summer-Fall1996): 35-62.
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playsthathadsentenceslike thefollowing:
Roastpotatoesfor.
Loudandno cataract.
I wishmatches.
3
Explainwhitesforeggs.
Confrontedby such sentences, early readers of Stein almost invariablywent into
what Wittgenstein calls, with reference to the sentence "Milk me sugar," the
staring-and-gapingmode. "The words in the volume entitled Tender Buttons,"
wrote the reviewerfor the Louisville CourierJournal, "areEnglish words, but the
sentences are not English sentences accordingto the grammaticaldefinition. The
sentences indicatedby punctuationdo not make complete sense, partial sense, nor
any other sense, but nonsense."4 Grammar, in this context, means a set of
prescriptions which all "acceptable" sentences must follow, in contrast to
Wittgenstein's conception of grammar as the description of how sentences are
actually formed. "When one draws a boundary," he cautions, "it may be for
various kinds of reason." The so-called "senselessness"of a sentence like "Milk
me sugar"is merely the result of such boundarydrawing:"a combinationof words
is being excluded from the language, withdrawn from circulation" (aus dem
Verkehrgezogen).
Roast potatoes for. The words withdrawnfrom circulation here are those that
would determine whether "roast"is an adjective or a verb and whether Stein's
sentence is indicative or imperative:"We're having roast potatoes for dinner" as
opposed to "Please roast those potatoes for dinner," or "for me." The sentence's
incompletion provides many intriguing semantic possibilities.5 "Roast potatoes"
are "for" what or whom exactly? Why do we cook and eat them? Or are the
potatoes an example, "Roastpotatoes, for instance"? Furthermore,"for"puns on
"four" (i.e., four potatoes, with the further echo of the well-known children's
counting game, "One potato, two potato, three potato, four. .. ."). A second pun
brings in the language of Stein's adopted nation: four is French for "oven."
Pommes de terre aufour. Whereelse one would one expect to find roast potatoes?
And further: there is a buried pun on "fore": roast potatoes before the salad,
perhaps. Or before they get cold.
Then too, the "withdrawal"of intermediarywords "from circulation" creates
significant sound patterning. The final "t" of "roast"is moved forward to come
between "o" and "a": "p-o-t-a." And then it happens again, chiastically: "t-o."
The word "for," moreover,"contains the "r-o" of "roast," only now in inverted
order. The sixteen-letter unit has two a's and four o's, alpha and omega, as it
were, as if to say that the potato is the staple of life and hence of articulation.
Roast potatoes, after all, are everybody'sfood. Indeed, the sixteen-letter phrase
has only seven phonemes, "simplicity" of sound thus perfectly conveying the
referenceto this, the "appleof the earth."
Stein thus seems to "drawa boundary,"not out of a refusal to "make sense," or
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a predilection for pure nonsense, but because she wants to draw out specific
semantic implications not normally present in culinary discourse. Obviously, if
Miss Stein were telling her cook Hel1ne what to make for dinner, the sentence
would be highly inappropriateand the cook would stare and gape, or she would
ask, "For how many people?" or "For lunch or for dinner?" But "Roastpotatoes
for" is being used, not in the cooking game, but in the game of testing the limits
of language, which is, for Stein, the game that matters. And in this "poetry
game," the locution makes rathergood sense.
For one thing, "Roast potatoes for" has been anticipated in an earlier "Food"
poem in TenderButtons called "Breakfast":
A change,a final changeincludespotatoes. This is no
authorityforthe abuseof cheese. Whatlanguagecaninstructany
fellow.
A shiningbreakfast,a breakfastshining,no dispute, no
practice,nothing,nothingat all.
A suddenslice changesthewholeplate,it does so suddenly.
(TB,41)
One pictures a small mound of mashed potatoes on the breakfasttray next to the
cheese omelette. But why does this addition constitute a "final change"? What
language "instructs,"perhaps, is that words are endlessly slippery: the "use" of
cheese easily modulates into "abuse,"and the "final change" is never really final:
"A sudden slice changes the whole plate." However we want to construe the
"nothing at all" that happens, the relation of potatoes to cheese is taken up again
in the sequence of potatopoems that includes "Roastpotatoes for":
POTATOES
Realpotatoescutin between.
POTATOES
In the preparation
of cheese,in the preparation
of crackers,
in the preparation
of butter,in it.
ROASTPOTATOES
Roastpotatoesfor. (TB,51)
The "cut in between" in #1 refers to potatoes being cut open or cut down the
middle, and perhaps stuffed with cheese or butterand served with crackers. Then
too, the second "POTATOES"is "cut in between" the other two potato poems,
and, as Bettina Knapp has noted, it may well be a sexual allusion to the
penetrationof the female body ("in it"), followed as it is by the sexual punning on
"crackers"("crackhers").6 And "RoastPotatoes,"in this context, recalls Stein's
famous line in the love poem "Preciosilla":"Roastedsusie is my ice-cream."
In recent years, the sexual coding pervasive in Stein's language has been
submittedto intense and rewarding scrutinyby feminist criticism,7but what has
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not been sufficiently recognized is that, in Stein's particularcase, issues of gender
are closely linked to those of exile. Like Wittgenstein, whom she had never met
and whose work she did not know,8Stein chose exile in large measurebecause the
familial and cultural pressures of her native country would have made it all but
impossible to live a homosexual life, even though, again like Wittgenstein, she
remained largely closeted, even in her adopted country.9 The double bind of
sexual and national difference, in any case, produced, in Stein's case as in
Wittgenstein's, a very special relationshipto language. As Frangoise Collin puts
it in "L'Ecrituresans rature":
She has accomplishedher depaysementonce and for all by the age of
twenty,takingup residencein a countrywhereher languageisn't spoken.
This is her only exoticismbut it is a radicalone. ... Livingin a foreign
GertrudeSteindistancesherselffromthe languagethatshe
environment,
hearsall aroundher-French-which is notherown,andwhichis forher
an objectof fascinationto the pointwhereshe appiopriates
anynumberof
its elementsandformulae.But she is also distancingherselffromherown
language,American,whichis not spokenaroundher, whichhas become
the languageof the other,even if it is the languageof intimacy. The
writing of GertrudeStein is ex-centricwith respectto two languages,
it is a thirdlanguage.
accordingto differentformulae:
Otherthanthis rupturewith her nativeland, everythingentersinto the
sphereof the familiar. Whatevershe confronts,she addressesas "tu."
Whatevershe touches,whatevershe names,whatevershe sees, becomes
hers.10
Here the parallel to Wittgenstein is especially interesting. Both continue to
write in their native language, but since much of Wittgenstein's "writing"is in
fact the student transcriptionof his Cambridgelectures (in English), we have a
double language base: a somewhat stilted and convolutedEnglish "translates"(not
quite) a much more straightforwardGerman. But even the German, it could be
argued on the analogy of Stein's American, is no longer the Austrian German of
someone actually living in Vienna but a distanced language, spoken and written
In Stein's case, however, the situation is even more
self-consciously.
is the language of intimacy with Alice, French the
American
since
schizophrenic
with Picasso) and of daily social and
of
(for
example,
friendship
language
domestic contact.
In both cases, accordingly, grammar-taken for granted by most writers who
are "at home" in their own language and hence are likely to pay more attentionto
image and metaphor, to figures of heightening, embellishment, and
transformation-becomes a contested site. "Grammar,"after all, "does not tell us
how language must be constructed in order to fulfill its purpose. ... It only
describes and in no way explains the use of signs" (PI, #496). It does not, for
example, explain how the "have"in "I have a pain" differs from the "have"in "I
have a book" or why one's right hand can't "give" one's left hand money. Or, to
turn to Stein's lexicon, grammarcannot explain why it is incorrectto say "I wish
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matches" (Pink Melon Joy). Doesn't "desire" as in "Je ddsire des allumettes"
translateas both "want"and "wish"?
"I wish to have matches" or "I wish for matches"would do the trick, although
if one went into the drugstoreto ask for matches, these constructionswould sound
excessively stilted. Can an infinitive or a mere preposition-"for"-make such a
difference? "Roast potatoes for" suggests that they can. "'I'," remarks
Wittgenstein in the Investigations, "is not the name of a person, nor 'here' of a
place, and 'this' is not a name. But they are connected with names. Names are
explained by means of them. It is also true that it is characteristicof physics not
to use these words" (PI, #410). One might add that for the non-native speaker,
these are the words that cause the most confusion. "Consider," writes
Wittgenstein in #411, "how the following questions can be applied, and how
settled":
(1) "Arethesebooksmybooks?"
(2) "Isthis footmyfoot?"
(3) "Isthis bodymybody?"
(4) "Isthis sensationmysensation?"
Here the grammaticalstructureis identicalbut the words "this"and "my"function
quite differently. In (1), "these"is a pointer:I notice some books lying on a desk
and wonder whether they are "mybooks." In (2), as Wittgensteinpoints out, the
question can only make sense if, say, my foot has been anaesthetizedor paralyzed,
and the question is then a way of saying, "This foot doesn't even feel like my own
foot." In (3), the referencemay be to a mirror-image,as if to say, "Does my body
look like that?" And (4) is the oddest of all because of course there is no way for

me to pointto "thissensation"unlessit is in fact"mysensation."

GertrudeStein had a predilection for language games that exploited precisely
these subtle differences. Like Wittgenstein, she took the naming function of
language to be its least challenging aspect. "A noun," she wrote in "Poetryand
Grammar,""is a name of anything, why after a thing is named write about it. A
name is adequateor it is not.... things once they are named the name does not
go on doing anything to them and so why write in nouns. Nouns are the name of

anythingandjust namingnamesis alrightwhenyou wantto call a roll but is it

good for anything else."'1
Here Stein may well be thinking of a particularexample of roll-calling: namely
the parole in liberta of F. T. Marinetti and his Futurist cenacle. In "The
Technical Manifesto of FuturistLiterature"of 1912, Marinetti had declared that
"Poetry should be an uninterrupted sequence" of image-bearing nouns, nouns
"related by analogy." "Example: man-torpedo-boat, woman-gulf, crowd-surf,
piazza-funnel, door-faucet."12 The "destructionof syntax"thus effected was to be
enhancedby means of a "typographicalrevolution"-"three orfour colours of ink,
or even twenty differenttypefacesif necessary. For example: italics for a series of
similar or swift sensations, boldface for the violent onomatopoeia,and so on."'3
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The "destruction
of syntax"was, of course,also Stein'sprojectbut,as we shall

see, for her the phrase meant something quite different. True, she shared
Marinetti's dislike of adjectives,but whereas Marinetti declares that "[o]ne must
abolish the adjective to allow the naked noun to preserve its essential color,"'4
Stein, to the contrary, held adjectives to be too close to nouns. "After all," she
writes, "adjectiveseffect nouns and as nouns are not really interesting the thing
that effects a not too interesting thing is of necessity not interesting"(L/A, 211).
Verbs and adverbsare a little betterbecause "they have one very nice quality and
that is that they can be so mistaken.... Nouns and adjectives never can make
mistakes can never be mistakenbut verbs can be so endlessly both as to what they
do and how they agree or disagree with whateverthey do" (LIA,211-12). Take a
sentence like "Returna pigeon seated" in "Arthura Grammar"(HTW, 58). Is
"return"a verb or a noun? And what about "Caredfor horses are either up or
down?"(HTW,58).
But the most "variedand alive" parts of speech, for Stein as for Wittgenstein,
are the small words, the connectives that make the sentence fluid and
open-prepositions, articles, conjunctions,and especially pronouns:
Pronounsarenotas badas nounsbecausein the firstplacepracticallythey
cannothaveadjectivesgo withthem. Thatalreadymakesthembetterthan
nouns. Thenbesidenot beingableto haveadjectivesgo with them,they
of coursearenotreallythenameof anything.Theyrepresentsomeonebut
theyarenotits orhis name. Innotbeinghis orits orhernametheyalready
havea greaterpossibilityof beingsomethingthanif theywereas a nounis
the nameof anything.(LL4,213-14)
A pronoun, it seems, is a way of getting away from the confinement of the label,
of a fixed name ("they may be born Walter and become Hub, in such a way they
are not like a noun. A noun has been the name of something for such a very long
time" [LIA, 214]), whereas the pronoun opens up all sorts of possibilities for
poetry. Traditionally,poetrywas conceived as the naming game; its mission was
"to know how to name earth sea and sky and all that" (LL4,233). But by the end
of the nineteenth century, these names had taken on a fixity that had made it
impossible "to feel anything and everythingthat for me was existing so intensely"
(LAL,242). Hence the struggle in Tender Buttons, "with the ridding myself of
nouns, I knew nouns must go in poetry as they had gone in prose if anything that
is everythingwas to go on meaning something"(LL4,242).
This case against the noun (and later in the essay, against all punctuationmarks
except the period) has generally been construedas no more than Stein's attempt,
however charming and witty, to justify her own arbitraryword play.'5 True, the
sweeping historical argument-the notion that poetry from Homer through the
nineteenth centuryhad been one thing (e.g., "caressingnouns"), a thing which the
twentieth century now had to undo-must be taken with a grain of salt. What
Stein really means when she makes the case for the superiorityof pronouns (and
prepositions, conjunctions, etc.) to nouns, may be glossed by Wittgenstein's
remark,cited above, that "[p]hysicsdoes not use these words"(PI, #410). Physics,
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thatis to say, can relylargelyon the namingor nounfunction:e=mc; its use of
pronounsis relativelyminimal. But this is not the case in ordinarydiscourse.
"Youcan't hear God speakto someoneelse, you can hear him only if you are
being addressed,"Wittgensteinnoted commonsensibly,and added"Thatis a
grammaticalremark."16Consider,in this regard,the pronounsandprepositions
in the following sentences,sentencesStein cites as examplesof "successful"
emotionalbalance:
He lookslike a youngmangrownold.
It lookslike a gardenbuthe hadhurthimselfby accident.
A dogwhichyouhaveneverhadbeforehas sighed.
Oncewhentheywerenearlyreadytheyhadorderedit to close. (LL4,226)

Theseshortdeclarativesentenceshavea Wittgensteinian
cast:nonsensicalas they
at
first
look
glance,theybeginto makesensewhenwe see howtheyareused. #1,
for example,seemsridiculousbecauseeveryold manwas once a youngman,but
we can conceiveof a situationin whichX tells Y she is surprisedthatZ seems
suddenlyto haveagedso much,whereuponY mightreply,"Helookslike a young
man grown old." Yeats's "Girl's Song," for that matter, ends with the stanza,

"Andthatwas all my song- / Wheneverythingis told,/ SawI an oldmanyoung
/ Oryoungman old?"17In #2 the oddfeatureis the conjunction"but";againwe
could make up contexts that would make this sentence quite plausible, for
instance:"Didhe fall downon thepavementandbreakhis leg?" "No,it lookslike
a gardenbut he had hurthimselfby accident."In #3, the seeminglyirrelevant
subordinate
clause("whichyouhaveneverhadbefore")makessenseif the speaker
is, say, a dog trainer,who is explainingthe particularhabitsof a dog to its new
owner. And #4 allowsfor all sortsof narrativepossibilities.The "they,"might,
for instance,own a restaurant,
andonce, whentheywerenearlyreadyto go to a
to closefor the evening. And so on.
wedding,theyordered"it"(therestaurant)
The indeterminacy
of pronounshereandin someof Wittgenstein'sexamplesis
no doubtmotivated,at leastin part,by the felt needto encodeall overtreferences
to sexualidentity;l8
it is a commonpracticein the lovepoetryof W.H. Audenand,
in
the
later,
writingof JohnAshbery. But since many homosexualwritersof
Stein's time-Marcel Proustand VirginiaWoolf, to take just two prominent
examples-had no use for this particularpronominalmode, it remainsto be
andeven
specifiedjust howthe "theories"
putforwardin "PoetryandGrammar,"
morecomplexlyin the piecescollectedin Howto Write,operatein the Steintext.

"ThankYoufor the Differencein Me"
Wittgenstein's discussion of identity in the Philosophical Investigations

withlanguage:
providesa usefulcontextfor Stein'sown"experiments"
But isn't thesameat leastthe same?
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We seemto havean infallibleparadigmof identityin the identityof a
thingwith itself. I feel like saying:"Hereat anyratetherecan'tbe a
varietyof interpretations.If you are seeing a thing you are seeing
identitytoo."
Thenaretwo thingsthe samewhentheyarewhatone thingis? Andhow
amI to applywhatthe onethingshewsme to the case of two things? (PI,
#215)

Repeat the same and it is no longer the same. This common-sense discrimination
forms the basis of Stein's mode of repetition, a mode that is, after all, an extreme
form of literalism.19Stein herself, for that matter,thought of TenderButtons and
related compositions as essentially "realistic"in the tradition of Flaubert. In the
"TransatlanticInterview"with RobertBartlettHass (1946), she explains: "I used
to take objects on a table, like a tumbler or any kind of object and try to get the
picture of it clear and separatein my mind and create a word relationshipbetween
the word and the things seen."2 And her mentor William James praised Three
Lives as "a fine new kind of realism."21
But how does this relationship work, given the obvious fact that Stein's
portraits, whether of persons or objects, do not describe what is seen in any
recognizableway? Here again Wittgensteinprovidesus with a point of entry. "A
main source of our failure to understand," he observes, "is that we do not
commanda clear view of the use of our words.... A perspicuous representation
produces just that understanding which consists in 'seeing connexions"' (PI,
#122). Such "seeing as" or "seeing something as something" (PI, 213) depends,
I think, on our willingness to read Stein both literally as well as contextually,
examining why she puts up a particular"fence"or "boundaryline" aroundcertain
words and why others are excluded. "Dislocations"of specific words and phrases
are, after all, ways of locating others.
"But isn't the same at least the same?" Consider, for example, the following
passage from "Arthura Grammar":
Right.
Rightrightrightrightleft.
Rightleft rightleftI hada goodjob andI left.
Rightleft rightleft rightI hada goodjob andI left.
Toldgrammar.
Grammar.
Whatis it. Whowas it.
Artichokes.
Articles.
A version.
He merelyfeels.
Does he.
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Does it.
He merelyfeels doesit.
He merelyfeels doeshe.
Makes.
In printsit.
Printsprintsit.
Forgotten.
He has forgottento count.
He has forgottenhowto count.
Aid andalike.
Of account.
HowardHoward.
ArthurArthur.
ReneCrevel.
Grammar.
Ouraccount.
On ouraccount.(HTW,50-51)
Stein's mock catalogue begins with an allusion to the World War I infantry
marching chant "Right, left, right, left, I had a good job and I left. .. ." Verbs,
remember,"canbe mistaken,"as the pun on "left"indicates: such ambiguities are
part of a "Told grammar." And, in case you think you know what grammaris, try
referringto it as a "who,"not a "what."
Nouns, Stein says repeatedly,are not "interesting"-not at least if you think of
them as names. But supposeyou breakthem down into their components:
Artichokes
Articles
A version
Phonetically, these three three-syllableunits sound alike; the first two are almost
identical, "artichokes"sharing the same stress pattern and all but three of its
letters-h, o, k-with "articles," a plural noun that otherwise has no direct

relationshipto it, althoughof courseartichokesare articlesto be found in the

garden or (cooked) on the dinnertable. And then line 3 gives us an example of an

articlein "a,"but, comingas it does afterthe two nouns,one naturallytries to

make the next word conform by eliding the space between "A" and "version."
And that gives us aversion-not exactly a version of things to be expected in this
particularcatalogue.
Pronouns, Stein believes, "have a greaterpossibility of being something" than
nouns. "Hemerelyfeels. / Does he. / Does it. / He merelyfeels does it. / He merely
feels does he." Here the range of possibilities is generated by the period. He
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merely feels ratherthan thinks? Or should we complete the sentence? He merely
feels rotten? Does he? Does it hurt? Any number of scenarios are written into
these childlike constructions. "In prints it" differs from "Printsprints it" in that
the first "prints"may be a noun and the sentence thereforelopped off: "In prints
it. .. ." And further:when spoken, "In prints it" is all but indistinguishablefrom
"imprintsit." A related "possibility"arises in the semantic contrastbetween "He
has forgotten to count" and "He has forgotten how to count," as well as in the
variations between "Of account,""Ouraccount,""On our account,"the meaning
shiftirigeach time.
Now consider the propernames:
HowardHoward
ArthurArthur
ReneCrevel
"Howard"and "Arthur,"as their repetition suggests, have no individual identity;
they are used for structuralpurposes in specific sentences, as in "How is Howard
and how are Arthurand Harold"(HTW,57). "Howard"is no more importantthan
"how";"Arthur"becomes part of the verb "are"or "Arthuris an author"(HTW,
58), and so on. But "Rene Crevel"designates a real person, the young Surrealist
writer who frequented Stein's salon. "Of all the young men who came to the
house,"recallsAlice in theAutobiographyofAlice B. Toklas,"IthinkI likedRendthe
best He had frenchcharm.... He was young and violent and ill and revolutionary
and sweet and tender. GertrudeStein and Rene are very fond of each other"(ABT,
223). So "Rene"2 gets extra space: he has a family name "Crevel"as well as a first
name, in contrastto Arthurand Howardand Harold. His name, moreover, is not
as readily absorbableinto the sound structureand grammarof the composition.
"The results of philosophy," we read in the Philosophical Investigations, "are
the uncovering of one or another piece of plain nonsense and of bumps that the
understandinghas got by running its head up against the limits of language" (PI,
#119). It is these "bumps"that Stein takes on in "Arthura Grammar,"and the
related "essays" in How to Write. Such Wittgenstein puzzles as "Why can't my
right hand give my left hand money?" (PI, #268) are matched by the implicit
question: How is it that we know that the "account"of "Ouraccount" (e.g., bank
account or narrative)is not the same as the "account"in "On our account,"where
"account"means "behalf'? Or again: Why does it sound strange to say "Told
Grammar"or "Grammarwill"?
In asking such questions, Stein takes us to the heartof her inquiryinto the nature
of grammar. Indeed, in the passage above, language is not at all "anarchic"or
"non-referential";it merely exposes, in what we might call a hyperrealfashion, the
implications contained in phrases, word groups, words, and morphemes.
Ironically, then, Stein's essay-poem is what it proclaims itself to be: a treatise on
grammar-grammar, that is to say, in its relation to human life ("Arthur"). Like
the
Wittgenstein, Stein displays an almost allergic reactionto what she takes to be
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misuse of words and phrases: "Forgotten./ He has forgotten to count. / He has
forgotten how to count." "Being alone with English and among people who can't
read a word of her work" (ABT, 66), Stein is sensitive to every preposition, even
as Wittgenstein, writing in Germanbut lecturing in the English of his adopted
Cambridge,wonderswhetherthe verb "is"in "The rose is red"is the same "is" as
that in "twice two is four" (PI, #558). Attention to such questions of grammar,
both writers insist, is a serious business-perhaps the seriousbusiness.
"He has forgotten to count. He has forgotten how to count":it is interesting to
see how Stein's "destruction of syntax" differs from that of her Futurist
contemporaries. Marinetti, as a page from Les mots en libertf futuristes (1919)
will show (see figure 1), was committedto what we might call linguistic mimesis,
that is, to the principle that linguistic and visual signs can directly representand
express material sights and sounds. Apres la Marne, Joffre visita lefront en auto
(originally titled "Montagnes + valldes + routes + Joffre"), for example, uses
dramatic typographic effects (especially the "LEGER/ LOURD" opposition of
giant phallic M's and "female" V's and W's), mathematical symbols, and
elaborate onomatopoeia to represent what the page itself designates as the
"Verbalisation dynamique de la route," the frenzy and excitement of General
Joffre's passage through the mountains and valleys. Thus the overscale S-curves
on the left, curves that evoke the shape of the trenches, move from "la BF.ITJT
FRANCE" (with "BFJJ.F"divided by +, -, and x signs) to the confrontationwith
"GUERRE"and "PRUSSIENS"at bottom left, as if to show the explosion at the
Franco-Germanborder. "Mon AMiiiii," "MaAA x AAapetite," "ta ta ta ta ta":
the complex visual arrangementof these words is designed to convey the actual
"feel" of battle. The destruction of the linguistic order, as Johanna Drucker
remarks,stands for the destructionof human life at the front.2
From a Wittgensteinian perspective, such correspondencebetween word and
thing, visual layout and verbal referent,reducesmeaning to the process of naming.
Words, Wittgensteinargues throughoutthe Investigations, are not to be viewed as
pointers designating such and such objects; their meaning depends on their
function in the specific context of action we call the language-game. And in this
respect Stein, as we have seen, was a thoroughif unconscious Wittgensteinian;the
substitutionof the equal sign (=) for the word "is," she would have posited, cannot
change the fact that "is" sometimes means "equals" but sometimes not. To
understandStein's own take on Marinetti's expressive model, we might look at a
short composition she wrote in 1916, a year after Marinetti producedApres la
Marne. This compositionbelongs to no fixed genre (being partportrait,partprose
poem, part private diary) and has no fixed form, its five pages ranging from short
rhyming couplets (e.g., "To make her shine. / We entwine")to paragraphsbearing
titles like "SHEWAS. NOTASTONISHING"
or "ANOTHEKCHANCE."It is
called Marry Nettie, and subtitledAlright Make It a Series and Call It Marry
Nettie.4

Formsof (Everyday)Life
In the Autobiography ofAlice B. Toklas, Alice describes the summer of 1915
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Figure 1: F. T. Marinetti, After the Mame, Joffre Visited the Front in an Automobile,
1915 (reprinted from Les Mots en liberte futuristes [Milan: Edizioni Futuriste di
"Poesia," 1919]; Beinecke Rare Book and ManuscriptLibrary,Yale University).
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when "to forget the war a little," she and GertrudeStein went to Mallorca, where
they remaineduntil the following spring:
Andwe wentto Palmathinkingto spendonlya few weeksbutwe stayedthe
to see so manymen
winter.Firstwe wentto Barcelona.It was extraordinary
on the streets. I did not imaginethere couldbe so manymen left in the
to menlessstreets,the few men
world. One'seyeshadbecomeso habituated
one saw beingin uniformandthereforenot beingmen but soldiers,thatto
see quantitiesof men walkingup and downthe Ramblaswas bewildering.
We sat in the hotelwindowandlooked. I wentto bedearlyandgotup early
and GertrudeStein went to bed late and got up late and so in a way we
overlappedbut therewas not a momentwhen therewere not quantitiesof
mengoingup anddowntheRamblas.(ABT,152-53)
This strangely"men-full"Spanishworld (the word "men"occurs seven times in the
paragraph)is the backdropfor the little-knownMarry Nettie, written during Stein
and Toklas's Mallorcan stay. The title alludes, of course, to Marinetti, of whom
Stein writes in the Autobiography:
It was aboutthis time [1912]thatthe futurists,the italianfuturists,hadtheir
big showin Parisandit madea greatdeal of noise. Everybodywas excited
and this show being given in a very well knowngalleryeverybodywent.
Blanchewas terriblyupsetby it. We foundhim wandering
Jacques-Emile
tremblinglyin the gardenof the Tuileriesandhe said,it looks alrightbutis
it. No it isn't, said GertrudeStein. You do me good, said Jacques-Emile
Blanche.
The futuristsall of them led by SeverinithrongedaroundPicasso. He
broughtthem all to the house. Marinetticame by himself later as I
remember.In anycaseeverybodyfoundthe futuristsverydull. (ABT,153)
Futurism,this passage makes clear, was something of a bone of contention between
Stein and Picasso, she evidently having been annoyedthat Marinetti and his friends
were brought to her salon and were so much fussed over. Her good friends
Apollinaire and Picabia, let us remember,were strongly influenced by Futurism as
was the early Duchamp-this despite the claim, in Marinetti's first manifesto
(1909), that the Futurists"will glorify war-the world's only hygiene-militarism,
patriotism,the destructivegesture of freedom-bringers,beautiful ideas worth dying
for, and scorn for woman."25 No doubt, Stein would have loved to see the loud,
bombastic, charismaticMarinettiput down, but she bided her time.
Marry Nettie, AlrightMake It a Series and Call It Marry Nettie begins as follows:
Principlecalling.
Theydon'tmarry.
Landor storm.
Thisis a chance.
A Negress.
Nurse.
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Threeyears.
Forthreeyears.
By the time.
He hadheard.
He didn'teat.
Well.
Whatdoesit costto sew much.
A canedroppedoutof the window. It was sometimebefore
it was searchedfor. In the meantimethe Negresshad gottenit.
It hadno value. It was one thatdid bend. We askedeveryone.
No one wouldbe intendedor contented.We gaveno peace. At
lastthedaybeforewe leftI passedthedoor.I sawa bamboocane
but I thoughtthejoints were closertogether. I said this. Miss
Thaddeuslookedin. It was my cane. We told the womanwho
was serving. She said she wouldget it. She waitedand was
reasonable.She askedif theyfoundit belowas it was the cane
of my Thaddeus.It was andplain. So there. We leave.
Thereis no suchthingas beinggoodto yourwife. (UD, 309)

What language game is being played in this oblique and seemingly opaque
sentence series? The name Marinetti is not just a word to be punned upon here,26
for the opening section immediately evokes a comic but also mercilessly satiric
portrait of the impresario of Futurism, the proponent of parole in liberta, the
advocate of technology, violence, war, and free love. Indeed the text cleverly
replaces one word ("Marinetti")by two ("MarryNettie"), as if to say that the
domineering chef d'cole of Futurism must be replaced by two women in
dialogue: "Many who. MarryNettie. Which Nettie. My Nettie. Marry whom.
MarryNettie. Marrymy Nettie" (UD, 313).
Consider,to begin with, the grammarof Stein's composition. In anticipationof
the argument she would later make in "Poetryand Grammar,"the text of Marry
Nettie depends precisely on those parts of speech abjured by Marinetti in his
"Technical Manifesto of Futurist Literature"-conjunctions, prepositions,
auxiliaryverbs, adverbs,and especially the dreadedpronoun"I,"which Marinetti
railed against as a vestige of the "old" psychology (LMM, 92-95). Conversely,
Stein avoids the prescribed infinitive, with its supposed "elasticity of intuition"
(LMM,92), and her nouns tend to be abstractratherthan concrete. For Marinetti,
as I noted above, lyric was synonymous with a sequence of powerful, concrete
noun pairs or triads, as in "man-torpedo-boat"or "piazza-funnel." Stein refuses
such pairing: aside from "Landor storm"(line 3), of which more in a moment, her
thirteen-line opener has only six nouns: "Principle," "chance," "Negress,"
"Nurse,""years,"and "time,"none of them graphic or particularized.
"One must," declared Marinetti, "destroy syntax and scatter one's nouns at
randomjust as they are born."2 One of the great ironies of Stein's Marry Nettie
is that she is the one who actually destroys syntax; Marinetti's roll calls of
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analogous nouns seem quite tame by comparison. Whereas Marinetti's aim, in
works like Zang TumbTumb,is to renderthe aoundof things by the look of things,
the aural by the visual as in "lulluuiuuurlaaare" (see figure 2), in Stein's text,
such mirror effects give way to unfinished sentences ("For three years," "By the
time"), ambiguous referents ("They don't marry,""This is a chance," "He had
heard,""It was my cane"), and unansweredquestions ("Whatdoes it cost to sew
much"). Even more remarkably, Stein begins her composition with a play on
Marinetti's demandfor a poetrythat is "an uninterruptedsequence of new images,
or it is mere anemia and greensickness."2 "Youwant an uninterruptedsequence?"
her narrator seems to be asking. Well, "Alright make it a series and call it
Marry Nettie." But hers is a "series,"not of nouns in parallel constructionsbut
of short linear units, each with a slightly different grammatical form and
seemingly unrelatedto the unit that comes before or after.'
"Principlecalling," the "series"begins, immediately making a tongue-in-cheek
allusion to Marinetti's grandiosepronouncements,an allusion which is also a pun
on Marinetti's insistence on being the "principal"player in all Futurist events.
"Theydon't marry"(line 2) most immediatelyrefers to the soldiers fighting in the
war; "they don't marry"because they die instead. But it also refers to Marinetti's
call for honest lust in place of romantic love, his attack, for example, on the
dancing couple of "Down with Tango and Parsifal" as having the air of "two
hallucinateddentists"(LMM,77). Similarly,"Landor storm"(line 3) alludes both
to the war, Marinetti's desired "hygiene,"as well as to the frenetic travel of the
impresario known as the "caffeine of Europe," as well as to the celebration of
aggressive military campaigns in the manifestos. And "This is a chance" (line 4)
pokes fun at Marinetti's blatant opportunism, even as the "chance" is also the
poet's own.
Now we come to the lines "A Negress. / Nurse." Anyone familiar with Marinetti
will recall the passage in the first manifesto where the poet describesthe accident
in which his new motorcarcapsizes in a muddy ditch:
Oh! Maternalditch,almostfull of muddywater! Fair factory
drain!I gulpeddownyournourishingsludge;andI remembered
the blessedblackbreastof my Sudanesenurse.30
The nurse, for that matter, is mentionedfrequentlyin Marinetti's writings, always
as an emblem of the exotic, "violent"East (specifically, Egypt) where Marinetti
grew up. Stein turns this Sudanesenurse into an American "Nettie"("Nettie"was,
in Stein's day, a common Southernname, especially for "coloredgirls"), for whom
marriage is being proposed. But by whom and how? We only know that "A
Negress. Nurse" has somehowbeen around"Forthree years. By the time," but we
don't, at this point, know by what time and what her role is. Perhaps she has
managed to get away, has made "an egress." The "series" of terse, staccato
sentence units ("He had heard. / He didn't eat"), in any case, now culminates in a
pun on "sew" (the nurse's job?) / "so." "Whatdoes it cost," the line implies, "to
talk so much?" Or "shout so much," or whatever other appropriateverb we want
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nel treno fogliame vibrante dell'olfatto oIore
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sudori della
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-. stagni -f frittura-Fvinacce -- odori di topo - tuberosa + cavolo-marcio zang-tumb-tumb
tatatata

tata-

stop

uuuuuuuuplaaare

degli

ammalati nel orrrrrrepitare
delle palle
fischi schianto
di vetri rotttti sportelli-bersagli Adrianopoli interamente accerchiata treno
abbandonato dai meccanici e dai soldati
rabbbbbia degli shrapnels bulgari
fame rapacitA mordere mordere i minareti-

Figure2:F. T. Marinetti,fromZangTumbTumb([Milan:EdizioniFuturistedi "Poesia,"
[Milan:Mondadori,1968],689).
1914],reprintedfromTeoriae invenzionefuturista
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to insert into the sentence. And at this point, "Many Nettie" shifts from "verse"
to "prose" with a "description" of a cane that has been "dropped out of the
window," where "In the meantime the Negress had gotten it. It had no value."
In the photographs(and some paintings as well) of Marinetti and his cenacle
(see figure 3), the black derby hat, heavy black overcoat, cigarette dangling from
the lips, and the cane held by a black gloved hand become Futurist insignia.
Marry Nettie plays on this image, presenting us with a situation where the cane,
which "had no value" because, Stein seems to suggest, Futurist art had no value,
was "droppedout of the window." The magic wand passes on to someone else. To
whom? To the Negress, of course, the Nettie of the title. "It was one that did
bend":someone else (Nettie) could appropriateit. But soon the real owner, a Miss
Thaddeus,turns up and claims it, Miss Thaddeusquite possibly representingone
of the American spinsterladies, like the Misses Cone from Baltimore, who tries to
come between the "marrying"of Gertrudeand Alice. "Thereis no such thing as
being good to your wife."
Thus far, then, Stein's poetic compositionis a comic and sometimes devastating

without
send-upofMarinetti'svalues;it elegantlyandwittilydeflatesits "subject"

making a single overt statementabouthim. But, someone is sure to object,if Stein
wants to produce a satire, why does she need to be so obscure? Or, to make the
opposite objection, if she wants to be so obscure, why am I, as her reader,
"translating"the passage back into straightforward,"normal"English? Isn't this
a violation of her poetic intentions?
My response to the first objection is that Stein's fabled obscurityis, ironically
enough, a function of what we might call her hyperrealism. She does not, as the
more familiar satirist would, belittle her subject by exposing his foibles or
mocking his pretensions. Rather, she stages the subject's self-exposure. Here, as
in her portraits of Picasso and Matisse, Stein uses Marinetti's own words and
gestures to deprive the artist of his identity. Consider,for example, the shift from
short line units to "normal"prose which accompanies the appropriationof the
"dropped"cane by the negress. From Marinetti to Nettie. Or, more properly, in
view of the fact that "Theydon't marry"(line 2)-a referenceto the various single
guests at the Mallorca hotel whom the narrator maliciously observes, from
Marinetti to Gertrude and Alice, who can't legally "marry,"but are "marrynettied"all the same.
But what of the second objection? Why is it not enough to say, of the passage
in question, that it represents Stein's refusal to "mean," her dislocation or
disruption of patriarchal language by means of what Marianne DeKoven and
others have described as an "irreducibly multiple, fragmented, open-ended

articulationof lexicalmeaning,"whose"primary
modesare dissonance,surprise,
and play"?3' Why violate the jouissance of Stein's "pre-Oedipal"
language?
areof equalvalue. To assumethat
Because,I wouldsuggest,notall "dislocations"
Steinchoosesherwordsmoreor less randomly,thatsheis merelybeing"playful,"
is to ignore the careful contextualizationthat makes such play possible. No two
words, after all, are used precisely the same way. Suppose, for example, that in
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Figure 3: Luigi Russolo,CarloCarra,F. T. Marinetti,UmbertoBoccioni, and Gino
Severiniin Paris,1912(reprintedfromCarolineTisdallandAngeloBozzolla,Futurism
[NewYork:OxfordUniversityPress,1978],36).
line 1 of "MarryNettie," we substituted "Conviction calling" for "Principle
calling." The pun of "principle"/ "principal"would be lost. As for "calling,"
no synonym (e.g., "shouting," "announcing," "heralding") has precisely the
resonance of this ordinaryword, which may be present participle or noun. A
"principal calling"-it is the artistic vocation Marinetti claimed for his
"revolutionary"movement.
Having submitted this vocation to comic critique, Stein now develops the
"MarryNettie" relationship between the "we" who are Gertrude and Alice.
First, the ladies go shopping:
She asked for tissue paper. She wantedto use it as a
how so manypeoplecan stand
respirator.I don'tunderstand
the mosquitoes.
It seemsunnecessary
to haveit lasttwoyears. We wouldbe so
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pleased.
We aregood.
We areenergetic.
We will get the littlebowlswe sawto-day.
Thelittlebowlswe sawto-dayarequitepretty.
Theywill do nicely.
We will also get a fan. We will have an electric one.
Everythingis so reasonable.
It was veryinterestingto finda sugarbowlwiththe United
Statesseal on one sideandthe emblemof libertyon the other.
If youcareto talkto the servantdo nottalkto herwhile she
is servingat table. Thisdoesnotmakeme angrynorannoyme.
I like salad. I amlosingmy individuality.
What could be "simpler" than the childlike, regressive grammar of this
paragraph? "We would be so pleased," "The little bowls we say to-day are quite
pretty,""We will also get a fan. We will have an electric one"-it seems like the
mere recording of the banalities and niceties of everyday "polite" chitchat. The
"sugarbowl with the United States seal on one side and the emblem of liberty on
the other" is purchased, evidently by Stein herself, and then reappears in the
section, some two pages later, titled, "A New SugarBowl With a Cross On Top":
We saidwe hadit. We will takeit to Paris. Please let us
takeeverything.
Thesugarbowlwitha crosson topnowhas sugarin it. Not
soft sugarbutthe sugarused in coffee. It is put on the tablefor
that.
It is verypretty. We havenot seen manythings. We want
to be careful.We don'treallyhaveto botheraboutit. (UD, 311)
But why should the readercare about a silly sugarbowl with the Statue of Liberty
on it? And why does it matterthat the bowl "now [back in Paris] has sugar in it.
Not soft sugar but the sugar used in coffee"? And what is the significance of the
social decorumthat dictates such things as "Ifyou care to talk to the servantdo not
talk to her while she is serving at table"?
"The aspects of things that are most importantfor us are hidden because of their
simplicity and familiarity," notes Wittgenstein. "(One is unable to notice
something-because it is always before one's eyes.).... we fail to be struck by
what, once seen, is most striking and most powerful" (PI, #129). The Stein
paragraphI have just cited will strike many readersas merely boring. Who cares
whether or not a nameless female customer ("she") "askedfor tissue paper"that
she wanted to use as "a respirator"?Who cares that there are so many mosquitoes
about?
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A clue as to what Stein is up to here may be found in the concluding sentences,
"I like salad. I am losing my individuality." Like "I have a pain," "I have three
dresses," Stein's parallel grammatical units mask an important semantic
difference. "I like salad"-these are the polite words of a lady in a dining-room,
when served by the waitress. So oppressive is the need to say these things, to
observe the niceties we have just witnessed, that the speaker shifts gears to "I am
losing my individuality." And indeed we have just witnessed this loss: in the
sugar bowl/electric fan encounter, it's not clear whether the "I" is Gertrudeor
Alice or a third speakerwho is overheard. Nor does it matter,the point being that,
for all the foreigners sitting out the war on the Mallorca hotel scene, individuality
is what is lost. Although "All languages" are spoken here (UD, 310), a nagging
estrangement has set in: "They see English spoken." Note that this sentence
subtly deviates from its model, "They hear English spoken." To "see" English
spoken is to see a sign on a shop window or in a restaurantor hotel: "English
spoken." That's how one sees it. And such seeing is not without its attendant
anxieties:
We will go outin the morning.We will go andbringhomefish.
We will also bringnote-booksandalso threecups. We will see
Palma. Shoesarenecessary.Shoeswith cordat the bottomare
white. HowcanI planeverything?(UD, 310)
So meaningless do the ritualsbecome that we "overhear"vapid statementslike:
"Sometimes I don't mind putting on iodine and sometimes I do," which makes
disinfecting one's wounds sound like an "informed"choice to commit an act of
real consequence.
The world of "MarryNettie" is thus one of social ritual and boredom, of niceties
and conventions, of proper behavior and meaningless chores. The hotel food is
tasty ("It is very edible," on the model of "It is very reasonable")but "She" (who?)
"cameupstairs having been sick. It was the effect of the crab." The "issue"of the
day is whether "tissue paper" can serve as a "respirator"(note the rhyme), a
protectionagainst mosquitoes, or whethertowels do or do not "drydown here" as
well as they dry up at the Count's place. As a result, confusion sets in: "WasI lost
in the market or was she lost in the market" (UD, 311)-a curiously
Wittgensteinianquestion, for obviously, if two people go to a marketand lose one
another,both are equally "lost"or "found,"as the case may be.
The loss of "individuality" gradually leads from boredom to anxiety and a
degree of claustrophobia. The section called "We Blamed Each Other"begins:
"She said I was nervous. I said I knew she wasn't nervous. The dear of course I
wasn't nervous. I said I wasn't nervous" (UD, 311). The war is always in the
background:"Do we believe the germans. We do not" (UD, 312). And again,
"May the gods of Moses and of Mars help the allies. They do they will." As the
days go on, the heat evidentlybecomes more oppressiveand "we"no longer go out
or have tea. "We will not have tea. We will rest all day with the electric fan. We
will have supper. We can perspire. After supper. This is so humorous."
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But what has happened to Marinetti? The section I have just cited ("We Will
Walk After Supper") is followed by one called "We Had An Exciting Day,"
which begins: "We took a fan out of a man's hand." This droll gesture acts as a
gentle slap on Marinetti's wrist, a comic dismantlingof the pretentiousnessStein
discerns in Futurist poetics. Thus, "we" women (specifically, Gertrude and
Alice) remove the fan, a traditional emblem of femininity, from the "man's
hand"that tries to control it. But more importantly,given the declaration,on the
first page of Marry Nettie, that "Wewill also get a fan. We will have an electric
one," the fan taken out of a man's hand represents Stein's assertion that
Marinetti and his friends no longer have a corer on technology. On the
contrary,electricity, celebratedin countless paeans by the Futurists,now belongs
to "us." But its use has to be redefined:Stein wholly subvertsthe paratacticmode
of Futurism (or, for that matter,Imagism and Vorticism), using syntacticcontext
and impersonalpronouns("They,""this,""he,""it,""What")in a series of short,
staccato sentences that, far from creating a constellation of revelatory images,
undercutone another. The technique is to take ordinarylanguage ("We said we
had it. We will take it to Paris. Please let us take everything") and create a
"narrative"in which nothing really changes except our own "Capacityto see
something as something"(PI, 213).
As Marry Nettie moves to its conclusion, Gertrude and Alice become
increasingly detached from the other guests: "You see plenty of french people.
You see some foolish people. You hear one boasting. What is he saying." It no
longer matterstoo much, for what counts is their own "marriage":
YOULIKETHISBEST.
Lockme in neatly.
Unlockme sweetly.
I love mybabywitha rushrushingly.
After this love scene, "MarryNettie" concludes with a kind of chant in which
parole in liberta are nicely replacedby the punning play on Marinetti's name, its
dissolution making way for the "r'who speaks:
Marrywho. MarryNettie. WhichNettie. My Nettie.
Marrywhom. MarryNettie. MarrymyNettie.
I was distinguishedby knowingaboutthe flowerpot. It
was onethathadtuberoses.I putthe othersdownbelow. That
onewill be fixed.
I was alsocreditedwithhavingpartialityforthe sun. I am
notparticular.I do notliketo haveit saidthatit is so necessary
to hearthe next letter. We all wish to go now. Do be certain
thatwe arecool.
Oh shutup. (UD, 313)
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"Many who. Mary Nettie. Which Nettie. My Nettie." Stein's droll chant has
finally turned the grand impresario into a marionette. And over against
Marinetti's own insistence on the particularityof the image, Stein presents her
own particularity:"I was distinguishedby knowing about the flower pot," "I put
the others down below," "I was also creditedwith having partialityfor the sun,"
and finally, the double-entendreof "I am not particular." Then too, the flower
pot the narrator is "distinguished by knowing about" is the "one that had
tuberoses." Is it a mere coincidence that in the page from Zang Tumb Tumb
illustratedabove (see figure 2)-a page Stein might have certainlyseen at a Paris
exhibition or heard declaimed by Marinetti-we find tuberosa in the following
context?
grapepressings+ smellsof mouse+ tuberose+
cabbage-rot zang-tumb-tumb tatatatatata stop 32
Like the fan Gertrudeand Alice have taken "outof a man's hand,"the tuberoses,
removed from the smells of the battlefield, are now, so to speak, in her own
flower pot.
But the permutationsof the "Marrywho" sentence have an interesting way of
qualifying the identity of Stein's "I." As Wittgensteinput it in the passage from
the Investigations cited above, "Thenare two things the same when they are what
one thing is?" (PI, #215). Each permutationof "the same" word group-here
Marry Nettie-creates difference: the relationship of two people is always
shifting. Is it correctto say "Marrywho" or "Marrywhom"? It all depends. "I
do not like to have it said that it is so necessaryto hear the next letter." There are
no prescriptionsthat fit every situation. The same is not the same. And so the
text ends on a note of impatiencewith the line "Oh shut up."
Is Stein addressingToklas here? One of the otherguests who has annoyed her?
The chambermaid?Or Marinettihimself, the performanceartistwho never shuts
up? The implied "you"may be any or all of these-in this sense the Stein text is
indeterminate. But her indeterminacy, as I have argued elsewhere,33is by no
means equivalent to nonsense or automatic writing. Indeed, her "ordinary"
language constructions,like Wittgenstein's, are always in dialogical relation to
the language of the world in which they exist, providing a powerful satire of its
pretensions. "A great many philosophical difficulties," remarks Wittgenstein,
"are connected with that sense of the expressions 'to wish', 'to think', etc....
These can all be summedup in the question: 'How can one think what is not the
case?,,34

Take the layeredness of Marry Nettie. From a modernist literaryperspective,
it functions as Stein's own counter-Futuristmanifesto, her very covert and witty
proclamationof differenceand subversion. Words, her text suggests, can be torn
open and realigned so as to uncover relationshipsthat Marinettianparataxis had
tended to ignore. From a historical perspective, the piece provides us with an
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image of the boredom and malaise experiencedby those "private"citizens who
tried to escape the realities of wartime France-indeed, in a broader sense, the
malaise of any group of people marking time in a comparable situation. And
from a personalperspective,Marry Nettie is "about"the day-to-dayrelationship,
under the strained circumstances of the Mallorcan idyll, of a never-named
Gertrudeand Alice-a relationship that is loving but also tense, a "marriage"
made in the face of the "they"who "don't marry."
Ironically, then, Stein's text can, as feminist critics have suggested about
related texts, be construed as an anti-patriarchal,anti-authoritarian,non-linear
and oblique lesbian fiction. But in Stein's case, such specific gender construction
is never the whole story. It would be misleading, for example, to assume from
Marry Nettie that Stein was the enemy of Futurism;on the contrary,many of the
paintings and writings she most admired-say, Duchamp's Nude Descending a
Staircase or Apollinaire's Calligrammes-had close links to Futuristaesthetics.
Nor can we assume that Stein's oblique upstaging of Marinetti represents the
larger resentment she felt to male artists in general. Her most important role
model-perhaps her only real model-was, after all, the aggressively male
Picasso. Indeed, Marry Nettie being not a tract but a poetic construct, she is
much less interested in ideology than in what she calls, in "Composition as
Explanation,""using everything."
"Using everything"suggests a furtherirony. There is, after all, one thing Stein
does seem to have learnedfrom Futuristpractice. Look at the opening page-for
that matter, at any page-of Marry Nettie (figure 4). If the page design is not
quite that of, say, Zang TumbTumb(figure 2), it isn't entirely unlike it either.
Lineatedpassages alternatewith conventionalparagraphs,sentences are often set
off and surroundedby white space as in "Thereis no such thing as being good to
your wife" (UD, 309), and repeatedunits are arrangedin a column as in
Oil.
Oil.
so as to form visual configurations. Most important,shortblocks of text, whether
lineated or in paragraphform, are preceded by titles in capital letters: "HOT
WEATHER,""PLEASEBE QUICK," "WHY DO YOU LIKE IT," "WHOM
DO YOU SAY YOU SEE," and so on.
Such attention to visual poetics was not part of Stein's early practice: neither
Three Lives nor TheMaking ofAmericans, nor even the early portraitsexhibited
any sort of break with conventional layout by means of typography, spacing,
irregular margins, and so forth. Not till 1914, when she produced Tender
Buttons and Pink Melon Joy, was the standardprint block of the conventional
book called into question. And by this time Futurist typography, collage, and
manifesto format were well known in Stein's Paris. Marry Nettie is thus more
Marinettianthan Stein cared to admit.
Still, it is fair to say that Steinian grammarwas never primarilyvisual: for her,
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Do we believethe germans.
We do not.
SPANISH

PENS.

Spanishpens are falling.They fall there.Thatmakesit rich.Thatmakes
Spain richerthan ever. Spanishpens are in places.They are in the places
which we see. We readabouteverything.This is by no meansan ordeal.A
charityis true.
WHY

ARE

WE

PLEASED.

We arepleasedbecausewe havean electricalfan.
May the gods of Mosesandof Marshelpthe allies.Theydo they will.
WE

WILL

WALK

AFTER

SUPPER.

We will not have tea. We will rest all day with the electricfan. We will
have supper.We canperspire.Aftersupper.Thisis so humorous.
WE

HAD

AN

EXCITING

DAY.

We took a fan out of a man's hand. We complainedto the mother of
Richard.Not knowingher we went there.Theyall saidit. It was useful. We
went to the ball room wheretherewas billiardplayingand reading.Then
we acceptedit. He saidit was changedfromfiveto seven anda half.
NOT

VERY

LIKELY.

We were frightened.We are so braveand we neverallow it. We do not
allowanythingat last.That'sthe way to say we like ours best.
PAPERS.

Buy me some cheeseeven if we mustthrowit away.Buy me some beets.
Do not ask them to saveany of these things.Therewill be plenty of them.
One reasonwhy we are carefulis that carrotsare indifferent.They are so
and we forgotto say Tuesday.How do you do. Will you give me some of
the fruit. It is thoughtlessof me to be displeased.
HOT

WEATHER.

I don't care for it. Why not. Becauseit makesme careless.Carelessof
what. Of the exampleof church.Whatis church.Churchis not a question.
So there is strengthandtruthandrocking.
312

A STEIN

READER

Figure 4: A page fromMarryNettie (reprintedfromA Stein Reader,ed. Ulla Dydo
111.:
Northwestern
[Evanston,
UniversityPress,1993],312).
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as for Wittgenstein, what mattered was how people actually put words and
sentences together and how they understoodone another. "We were sure," we
read half-way throughMarryNettie, "thatsteam was coming out of the water. It
makes that noise" (UD, 311). A wonderfullydroll pseudo-explanationthat may
be glossed by the following propositionfrom the Investigations:
Of course,if waterboils in a pot, steamcomesout of the pot and also
picturedsteamcomesoutof the picturedpot. Butwhatif oneinsistedon
sayingthattheremustalsobe somethingboilingin thepictureof the pot?
(PI, #297)
So much for being "sure"of what we hear and see. But certainty,in any case, is
not at issue. "Language,"Wittgensteinnotes, "can only be importantbecause of
the use made of it. It has no sense to say that language is 'important' or
'necessary' to communicateour meaning. But it may be importantfor building
bridges and doing similar things."35Or as Stein puts it in Marry Nettie, "That's
it. Beds. How glad I am. What was I worriedabout. Was it the weather, was it
the sun, was it fatigue was it being tired. It was none of these. It was that wood
was used and we did not know. We blamed each other"(UD, 311).
Not until such later avant-gardemovements as Fluxus, Oulipo, or Language
poetry have the implications of Steinian poetics been fully realized. But by that
time, the two avant-gardepoles-signification as expressive (that is, visualized)
form, signification as grammatical construction-had come together. In the
Fluxus exhibit currentlytouring the U.S. there is an ordinarylittle wooden box
that bears on the cover the label "Closed on Mondays." The box itself might be
a little chest by Balla, containing, say, brightly colored geometrical designs, or it
might be a Dada ready-made. But the inscription is Wittgensteinian. Why, we
can hear him ask, can't a box, like a typical museum,be closed on Mondays? Is
it open the rest of the week? GertrudeStein, herself the creator of two prose
poems called "A Box" (see TenderButtons), would have enjoyed this particular
use of the word "closed." "A touching box," we read in her portrait"One. Carl
Van Vechten," "is in a coach seat so that a touching box is on a coach seat so a
touching box is on a coach seat, a touching box is on a coat seat, a touching box
is on a coat seat. A touching box is on the touching so helping held" (UD, 27475).
"A combination of words," as Wittgensteinput it with reference to "Milk me
sugar,""is being excluded from the language, withdrawnfrom circulation." But
why? And how does a "coach seat" relate to a "coat seat"? At the end of the
twentieth century,we are still puzzling over these questions.
NOTES
1. GertrudeStein, "Arthura Grammar,"in How to Write(hereaftercited as HTW), ed. Patricia
Meyerowitz(1931; New York:Dover, 1975), 57, 59. My title "Grammarin Use" is found in the same
essay on p. 54.
2. Ludwig Wittgenstein,Philosophical Investigations(hereaftercited asPI), 3d ed., trans.G. E. M.
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Buttons (Paris:ClaireMarie, 1914; hereaftercited as TB)has beenreprintedby Sun & Moon Press(Los
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(Cambridge:CambridgeUniversityPress, 1992), 21-43.
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